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Length 200 total pages - 186 original pages (93 front and back); 7 
inserted additional pages and 1 inserted loose document 

 

DDC 284.6  

Extent Hardcover Clothbound Journal; Portrait orientation;  
Dimensions: 9.625 inches height; 7.75 inches length; 7/8 inch depth 

Scope The arrangement of the records is as follows: Page 
 Section 1 – 1921 *pages 1-12 were not in the book.  Book 

begins on page 13 with information for year 1921 
13 - 48  

 Section 2 - 1922 49 - 85 
 Section 3 - 1923 86 - 123 
 Section 4 - 1924 124 – 167 

 Section 5 - 1925 168 – 212 

 Inserts Individual pages 
 • We confirm receipt of Christmas gift 1 pages 

   
Content This collection documents the activities of the Unity of the Brethren Church 

in Granger, Texas in calendar date order for the years 1921-1925. It 
contains the personal notes, sermons, and information on the members and 
the church activities documented by Reverend Joseph Barton overseeing 
the congregation within the time periods in the series above. Significant 
dates such as birth, marriage, and death records of individuals within the 
congregation can be found within this journal. 

Technical 
Translation 

An accurate translation of the original material in English was attempted, 
but due to the difficulties of translation slight differences may exist. While 
reasonable efforts were made to provide a translation, no liability and no 
responsibility is to be assumed for any errors, omissions, or ambiguities in 
the translations. 



Technical 
translation 
con’t 

In translation of this text, care was taken to represent dates and facts 
exactly as written.  Where information was in question or truly in error, 
additional research was performed to verify and validate the true 
representation. Any additional information added to the translation was 
provided in light grey italics or documented as footnotes within the page. No 
assumption or conjecture was made regarding conflicting dates between 
sections of the manuscript and information was simply translated as written 
within each specific section. 

Conditions 
governing 
reproduction 

Authorization to publish, cite, quote, or reproduce any item from this 
collection must be obtained from the Unity of the Brethren archivist or local 
Granger Brethren congregation board of elders. Copyright retained by the 
donor during her lifetime, at which point it will revert to the Unity of the 
Brethren Church. Please consult the Granger Brethren Church for further 
information. 

Notes Book begins on page 13 with 1921. 
Pages 89-90 are missing or were torn out.  Last date on page 88 is 
February 6 and date beginning on page 91 is February 11. 
An additional 12 pages were added after page 200 to complete the year 
1925. 
Page 164a was glued into the book.  It is dated December 7, 1924 and 
details the funeral of Jan Frantisek Kubala 
Confirmation class undated found on back cover 
One loose article was inserted in the back – Thank you from the Czech 
Republic for receipt of Christmas Gift 
 

         
 


